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MARY POPPINS JR. REVIEW By Julia Katz

OUR SPRING ISSUE!
On March 23, 2018, South Ocean Middle School
proudly presented Disney and Cameron MacKintosh Mary
Poppins Jr. The entire cast and crew performed a fantastic
show!
Mary Poppins tells the story of the George Banks
(Jack Salke) family in London who are in desperate need of
a nanny. Bert, played by Max Venezia, introduces the
audience to the unhappy Banks family. A magical nanny,
played by Gail Comiskey, shows up and takes charge of the
Banks children Jane and Michael, played by Carlee Grucci
and Elizabeth Ryan. Mary Poppins has magical powers and
uses them to help bring the family closer together and the
fun back into the Banks home.

Is it Spring? It doesn’t feel like
it. The constant rain is putting a
damper on everyone’s mood.
This issue is full of great
pictures of all the exciting events
that have happened over the last
few months.
Next month the newspaper
will be full of the 8th grade
goodbye’s. Entries are due June
1st. I hope all the 8th graders
participate! Let me know if you
have any questions.
-Mrs. Milosevic, Advisor
Newspaper Staff: Julia Katz, Letizia
Franzese, Brian Tunche, Ryan Deleva

The cast sang and danced to so many unforgettable,
catchy songs! Everyone was able to recognize the classic
songs, A Spoonful of Sugar and
Supercalifragilisticeexpialidocious.
The show was a huge success and the cast should be
very proud of themselves. As usual the set designers, Harry
Smith, Jeffrey Downs, and their crew provided a
spectacular, realistic stage. A special thank you to Ms.
Dell’Italia, Ms. Amador, and Ms. Bannon for making this
possible!
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LAUREN KRISTY

7th GRADE TRIP
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MISS KNOW ITALL!
YOU HAVE THE QUESTIONS, I HAVE THE
ANSWERS!

Dear Miss Know-it-all,
Is it normal to be scared to go to high school?
~Soon to be 9th grader
Dear Soon to be 9th grader,
I think any new experience is a little bit scary at
first. Over time you will adjust and when things
get rough, you just have to find ways to deal
with it the best you can. Just try to relax, be
yourself and study hard. If you let it, high
school can be the best 4 years of your life, so
have fun. Good Luck!
~ Miss Know it all
Dear Miss Know-it-all,
Is 7th grade harder than sixth grade?
~Scared 6th grader
Dear Scared 6th grader,
You are now entering secondary education. You
are not in “elementary” school anymore. You're
going from 1-3 teachers a day to 6-7 teachers a
day. All with different styles. Some classes will
be easy, some more difficult. You will be
expected to be much more independent in your
studies and responsible for knowing your
assignment schedule, timelines, and due
dates. The social aspect of school changes at
this time as well. It's a very difficult time for
most people, cliques and gossip is at an all-time
high. It does get easier when you get into high
school and over the main hump of the tween
years. Good luck and study hard. It's worth it.
~ Miss Know it all
Dear Miss Know-it-all,
How do I stay away from drama with my
friends?
~Drama Free

Dear Drama Free,
Well unfortunately there is drama in every aspect
of life. There is no way around it. The best thing
to do is try to not get involved, walk away if you
begin to see someone stirring up drama, and focus
on yourself. If your friends are trying to pull you
into a situation, just communicate honestly with
them. Tell them you don’t want to be involved
with any negativity. Good luck!
~ Miss Know-it-all
Dear Miss Know-it-all,
I’m a 7th grade boy and want to ask out an 8th
grade girl. How do I do ask her out?
~Younger Guy
Dear Younger Guy,
Honestly, I wouldn't start dating until you're a
high school. Just stay friends with her and
hangout with her and friends. You are too young
to be worrying about dating. But if you think
you're mature enough, then go ahead-girls don't
care about age especially if it’s only a year apart.
You should write her a really sweet note or text
asking her out, but asking her face to face would
be better! Good luck!
~ Miss Know-it-all
Dear Miss Know it all,
My problem is that my parents won't allow me
to have social media. I am very trustworthy
and responsible, and I have never done
anything huge to make my parents not trust
me. I understand that they have their reasons
for not allowing me on social media, but it
makes me feel left out, sometimes as I am the
only one of my friends who doesn't have social
media.
~Need Help Please
Dear Need Help Please,
Compromising with your parents is the best
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option here, as there are valid arguments for and
against social media. I understand the
importance of having access to Snapchat,
Facebook and Instagram. One great way to
persuade your parents to let you have a social
media account is to give them your username
and password so they can monitor what is going
on. Even though this does not give you privacy,
it will give you a chance to stay in contact with
your friends. I hope this helps!
~ Miss Know-it-all
Dear Miss Know it all,
I started dating a boy that I really really like
and my parents met him, but they don't like
him just because of the way he dresses. What
do I do? I've tried to get them to change their
mind several times because he is a really
really nice person, but the only thing they can
focus on is his clothes.
~Clothes conscious
Dear Clothes conscious,
Your parents sound like they are quick to judge
if they are basing their view of your boyfriend
solely on the way he dresses. On the other hand,
perhaps that’s what they’re telling you, but there
is another reason for their dislike of him. But if
his appearance is really why they don’t like him,
you have a couple of possible actions to take.
Since you’ve already tried changing their minds,
you might ask a friend or close relative to tell your
parents about him. Another possibility would be
to have an honest conversation with this guy,
explaining that you don’t agree with them but
maybe he can wear different clothes when he is in
your house and around your parents. Along with
those two approaches, continue to work at getting
your parents to change their minds. Ask them how
they would feel being rejected because of the way
they look.
~ Miss Know-it-all

Dear Miss Know it all,
I'm a 13-year-old girl and my room is always
messy. My mom always gets mad at me because
it's not clean but I don't understand why. I can
live in my own mess, and my parents don't
have too. It's not even THAT messy.
~Messy
Dear Messy,
Don't get mad at me, but I'm going to give it
straight to you. It’s NOT your house, it's your
parents. They are letting you "use" that bedroom
but your name is not on the deed or rental papers,
so you don't set the rules, your parents do. So, it's
your parent’s way you like it or not. Maybe they
want you to be in a tidy & clean environment, and
you will probably get a better night’s rest in a
tidier room. Also, it's good practice for when
you're older because you need to learn to become
independent and responsible.
FYI- Regardless of whether it is just clothes and
other stuff, a messy-dusty-dirty bedroom is
heaven and a haven for all kind of insects and
pests that eventually will spread all over the rest
of the house. I’m assuming you wouldn’t want to
live in that!
~ Miss Know-it-all
Have a question? Email it to
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FICTION

ANGEL OAK By Melissa Harper

I had just moved into that old Victorian house. I remember the faded blue and white porch. I
can still feel the crisp coldness biting my skin. My mother had already brought in the luggage. I was
going to explore the land. Past the backyard was miles of land. We owned about 50 acres. It was
mostly covered with trees. It was the middle of spring. I saw the flowers blooming. I noted how each
tree had their flowers positioned differently upon each branch. I walked slowly picking up every
detail. Eventually I approached a soft flowing river with a depth of about six feet. The water was so
clear that you could see each pebble perfectly. I followed the river for five minutes. I stopped when
the river widened into a creek. Next to the creek, was the most beautiful tree I’ve ever seen. It was an
Angel Oak. It had low curved branches brushing against the green grass. It had green leaves at the end
of every branch. Placed next to the tree trunk was a faded white rocking chair. I sat down in the faded
rocking chair and wrote in my notebook everything I’ve seen so far. I loved to write stories and skits,
but nothing I have ever written could compare to what it really was like to be there with the tree.
After a while I decided to do a little more exploring. I climbed up the tree and to my surprise I
discovered a safe. With the safe was a key. But what was in the safe was extraordinary. It was a book.
A book filled with writing about someone’s entire life including the time they spent with this amazing
and beautiful Angel Oak tree. That inspired me to write my own version.
Day and night I spent writing, sitting in the faded old rocking chair, writing about the beautiful
Angel Oak tree. Soon enough, summer came and in poured the heat. Often, I went swimming in the
beautiful creek. I always found time to write, whether it was early in the morning or late at night.
Some nights I would even camp out there and write until dawn. Then fall came and it was time to start
school.
Sometimes I brought my homework to the tree and sometimes I studied by it, but I always
found time to write. It was a blue hard covered book I wrote in. It was almost an exact clone to the
book I had found in the safe. The pages were each filled with thoughtful notes and feelings. I noted
how the breeze felt on my cheeks, softening my face. I noted how the colors fall on the creek during
the sunrise, and how you could tell the time by the size of the shadow made by the Angel Oak tree. I
sometimes brought friends to the Angel Oak tree. I became close with this one friend, but I never
showed anyone the blue notebook and what being near the tree really meant to me. Then we, meaning
me and the tree, approached winter time.
It was a very bitter winter. The snow covering the thick branches of the Angel Oak and the
clear waters of the creek began to turn to ice. The snow built up so high that it covered the little old
rocking chair. I climbed the branches and sat next to the safe wearing a heavy jacket, with exactly six
quilts and two knitted blankets to keep warm. I sat there and wrote. The leaves of the oak tree had
fallen and yet I still sat there in the snow and continued to write.
As spring came, the snow melted. I started camping out there again with friends and as they
drifted into sleep I wrote. I had been writing in that blue book every day for a year. I had filled up three
quarters of the book and then summer came. Most of my friends had drifted away from me, but as
time went on, I realized none of that mattered.
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ANGEL OAK continued
Five years later, I had filled four and a half blue hard covered books. The weather kept changing,
the rocking chair had rotted a bit, and the friends came and went. But through it all, the tree stayed the
same. It was spring again. My mother had already packed the car. We were moving. My mother told
me to gather all the important things I owned. That night was the very last night I wrote in that blue
book. And what I wrote was,
“My mother told me to take the important things with me, for I am moving. But I can’t. It is
extremely important that the most valuable item I own stays here. And if you’re reading this, I’ve done
the right thing. Please carry this forward. I hope you feel the way I do about the tree, and I hope you
write the way I did. As time goes by you’ll realize what really matters in life…”

I have finally returned back to the faded blue house. I am well into my years now. I walked around
back and followed the clear waters of the river once again until it led to the creek. What I saw shocked
me. My Angel Oak was dead on the ground. But I realized, it still looked the same to me. I walked
around the tree. I found old remains of what used to be a faded white rocking chair. I saw the safe. In
it, was more blue books than I could count. I smiled to myself. Finally, I did something I hadn’t done
in a long time. I sat there and wrote.
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FORTNITE By Max Adams, Cameron Travis and Nigel Lewis
At the moment, Fortnite is one of the most popular games to play and is very addicting.
Fortnite is a free game yet it made $12.6 million in the month of February 2018. Fortnite was created
by EPIC Games. Famous Fortnite player Tyler Blevins (Ninja) has made $500,000 in donations a
month streaming Fortnite on twitch.tv. A rival streamer TSM Myth has 591,436 twitch.tv followers
where Ninja has 5,051,805 followers.
Fortnite is famous for their game mode Battle Royale but was originally made Save the World
in 2011. The concept is to land somewhere on the map, run from the storm and get in the circle. The
game starts with 100 players and you try to be the last survivor.
There is one thing in Fortnite you can buy with real money: V-Bucks. V-Bucks are spent on
items that change the visual appearance of your character (without altering your actual skills). Among
the things you can buy using V-Bucks: emotes, character models and skins for your default weapons
and backpack. Each day in the Item Store there’s a rotating allotment of items you can purchase with
V-Bucks.
Nigel Lewis has four ways to catch a dub(win).
1. Build towers to protect you.
2. Go to the top of the mountain and fight everyone.
3. Make sure you have a good team to protect you.
4. Land on an unpopular place.
Cameron Travis suggests you don’t spend too much money until you are good enough and can back up
your skills. However, kids are spending 100’s and 100’s of dollars on V-Bucks.
Good luck and may the best player win!

OPINION

WALK FOR LIFE By Letizia Franzese

On Saturday, March 24, 2018 students lead an organized protest against gun violence and a
need for a safer America. On this day, students proved that if you stand up for what you believe in
and no matter what your age, you can make a change. On February 14, Valentine’s day, a former
student from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland Florida, shot and killed 17 people
with an AR-15 style semi-automatic assault weapon. Among the 17 killed, there was a combination
of students and teachers. The shooting left 17 more injured along with hundreds traumatized and
grieving. Only a few days later the students started speaking up and demanding a change in gun laws
in Florida and across America. Student Emma Gonzalez, a high school senior, spoke at a news
conference and said “If all our government can do is send thoughts and prayers then it’s time for the
victims to be the change we need.” She claims that “The Founding Fathers wrote the Second
Amendment but the guns have changed and the laws have not.” We follow laws that were written
224 years ago, that do not take in account the problems that occur due to the advancement of
weaponry and social media.
Emma and her friends worked together to organize a student walk out on March 14th and the
March for Our Lives protest in Washington D.C. People all over the country decided to organize
marches supporting their demand for changes in their states.I was fortunate to march with my family.
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OPINION continued
The march, in Patchogue Village, started in front
of the gun supporting Congressmen Lee Zeldin’s office
and circled Main Street. My brother and I proudly held up
the signs we made. My sign stated “Is your gun more
important than my life?” and my brothers sign said
“Please don’t let my school be next.” There were over
1,200 people marching with us. At that moment, I felt safe
with hundreds of strangers who there to support this
cause. However, I became tense because a man stepped
outside his house protesting. He was silent and had his
back facing us which upon an American flag was draped.
He was protesting what we were doing. There were also
people chanting “NRA” (National Rifle Association) on
the other side of the street. Even though there was a
mixture of opposing views, the entire experience was
peaceful and empowering. It felt great knowing that the
people I marched with were supporting the same cause I
believe in. Also, people actually caring enough to listen to
the younger generation, specifically the Parkland
students, and respecting their beliefs.
Later that evening, there was news coverage on
CNN of the students talking to the nation in Washington
D.C. I learned that there were millions of people
marching across the country and around the world. There
were over 800,000 people marching in Washington D.C.
Sam Fuentes, a Parkland survivor with three gun shoot
wounds, spoke passionately and got physically ill on
stage. This did not stop her message. Jaclyn Corin,
another Parkland survivor, stated, “Parkland cannot and
do not want to do this alone. Strength in numbers. And we
need each and every one of you to keep screaming at your
own Congressmen. Don’t be scared just because they
have Senator in front of their name.” Emma Gonzalez
spoke again at the March for Lives Rally and stated that
in the six minutes and 20 seconds that she was at the
podium was how long it took for the shooter to kill 17
people including her teachers, peers and friends. The 6
minutes and 20 seconds happened before they could even
call a “Code Red”. She mentioned the weapon “…without
an AR-15…” She listed all her friends and how they
would “never again” do the ordinary things they did every
day. Emma then became silent for the remainder of the 6
minutes and 20 seconds of her speech. This was powerful
because her silence was louder than words.
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Since the March, I was inspired
to write a letter to our local
Congressman, Lee Zeldin and told him
how I felt about gun violence. I ended
my letter with following statement. “We
need YOUR help! We need YOU to work
for us not the National Rifle Association!
If you don’t work with us, then the
United States will be controlled by those
who make profits that cause the deaths of
children like me. I might be a child but
I’m well aware of our president’s
behaviors and how you support him.
Please trust the opinion of children. We
want a peaceful America for now and
forever.” Even though middle school kids
can’t vote, we can still write a letter and
be heard just like the students from
Parkland who started this movement for
gun safety.
If you would like to write to our
Congressman Lee Zeldin and tell him how you feel
here is his address.
Congressman Lee Zeldin 31 Oak St. #20,
Patchogue, NY 11772.
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